
Choice of Frame Colour & Size

The ‘Artwork Only’ option will feature the printed artwork on high quality matt coated
card which is supplied rolled in a postal tube.  This will allow you to then take the artwork
to a local framer to have mounted and framed to your choice.

Our frames are wooden (not MDF) and made in the UK with a plastic styrene front. The sizes
shown are the internal dimensions of the mounted artwork.  The actual frame size will be
slightly larger as the frame is 3cm in width (an extra 6cm on each side).  Available in Black,
White or Oak and in either landscape or portrait for the non-square sizes.

As a general guide, we would suggest the following are the maximum messages per frame:

Frame Dimensions

A deposit of £100 is required to secure your order.  The balance is payable on approval of
your Guest Comments artwork.  Please allow 10 days for delivery following payment.

The prices above for your unique framed artwork include the following: 50 Personalised
Message Cards, the design of your frame artwork, a digital proof followed by a hard copy
paper proof.  Additional Cards are available for £15 for x25 or £25 for x50.  You will also 
receive your original message cards back.

Each frame has a double mount.  Choice of 1: double white, 2: white outer mount with black
inner mount or 3: black inner mount with white inner mount.

Postage is £7.50 (UK delivery address only).

You do not need to know the frame size, frame colour or format (typed or scanned) at the 
time of your order.  This can follow after the wedding once you have seen your completed
Guest Message Cards and we are happy to offer some advice at this stage also.

price list

Additional Notes
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Typed
Messages

Scanned
Messages

Artwork Only (any size)

40cm x 40cm or 40cm x 50cm

30cm x 75cm or 50cm x 50cm

50cm x 70cm

£250

£295

£175

Valid from 01/01/24

£325

£320

£365

£245

£395

Frame Size /
Format

40cm x 40cm 40cm x 50cm 30cm x 75cm 50cm x 50cm 50cm x 70cm

Typed Option tbc tbc tbc tbc tbc

Scanned Option tbc tbc tbc tbc tbc
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